Handling Hot Coffee

Since the infamous Liebeck v. McDonalds
hot coffee spill case in 1994, there has been
a proliferation of hot beverage liability
cases. Handling Hot Coffee informs the
coffee industry and supporting lawyers
about these cases and recommends
preventative measures to avoid spills and
lawsuits. It also explains industry standards
required to make quality hot beverages and
why the temperatures for brewing coffee
and tea infusion are above the pain and
burn thresholds of skin.previously, the
pertinent and diverse information regarding
these issues and cases had been scattered
throughout separate categories and sources:
hot beverage industry standards, medical
burn first aid and care, and legal product
liability case summaries and decisions.
Coxs Handling Hot Coffee compiles all of
the relevant material and pertinent material
into one complete and meaningful resource
for readers and industry professionals.
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Summary : First entering the public consciousness in 1994 the stella liebeck trial known as the mcdonalds hot coffee
case has becomeHandling Hot Coffee by Dan Cox (2013-04-25) [Dan Cox] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.If you opt to purchase a coffee (from McDonalds), you might expect it to be hot and so should take all normal
precautions when handling hot coffee. As theSince the infamous Liebeck v. McDonalds hot coffee spill case in 1994,
there has been a proliferation of hot beverage liability cases. Handling Hot CoffeeAbdelal contends that McDonalds
violated its policy of not serving coffee to minors and its policy of warning customers of the danger of handling hot
coffee.dan cox receives the lifetime achievement award from the specialty coffee association in 2012 mr cox is president
and owner of coffee enterprises handling hot Since the infamous Liebeck v. McDonalds hot coffee spill case in 1994,
there has been a proliferation of hot beverage liability cases. Handling I was reading with interest an article by Jon
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Delano on CBS Pittsburghs website about the increase in the number of drive-thru coffee shops inThink also of the
18-month-old who got hold of mothers paper cup of hot coffee and took a sip before mother could get to him. His shock
on contact with the hotHANDLING HOT COFFEE safe food the cook is the hazard controller ? the cook must prevent
eliminate or reduce the hazards in a portion of food so that the
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